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We are half way through 2019 already! Time is ticking very loudly
with Saturn in its own sign Capricorn converging towards Pluto in
early 2020.
This month is eclipse month once
more with solar and lunar eclipses
focusing stellar rays on the CancerCapricorn polarity.
Capricorn asks us to act with integrity and to work hard towards our
aims in life. In order to attain success, Capricorn perseverance is

tems. Governments and the corpo-

needed. It’s also the sign we most

rate world should heed the lessons

associate with the world as a whole.

of this need for restructuring and

 Cancer Solar Eclipse

Pluto and Saturn combine in this

transformation.

 Capricorn Lunar Eclipse

sign to overhaul outmoded sys-

This Month…

 Saturn-Pluto

The last time that this conjunction
happened in Capricorn was in the

 Venus Morning Set

year 1518 when the Reformation

 The Metonic Cycle

began, overhauling the authority of
the Catholic Church, which was the

most powerful of all institutions at
that time.
The eclipses this month further
highlight what needs to change in
our world.

Cancer solar eclipse
The growing importance of cardinal signs
Cancer and Capricorn is evident this
month with a Cancer solar eclipse and
Capricorn lunar eclipse.
This New Moon/Solar eclipse hints at
the powerful agenda we are seeing un-

fold on the global stage. There is a
growing discontent with governments across the
world. People need to feel secure and free and
part of this is our connection to the natural world.
Our immediate environment, our home and local
neighbourhood are the domain of Cancer. The
crab lives in a protective shell. Our personal shells
that protect us extend to the environment in which
we live, our communities and home planet.
The approaching triple conjunction of PlutoSaturn-Jupiter in Capricorn will continue to be felt
as we get closer to 2020. Taking responsibility and
acting with integrity is key to this stellar message.
When Saturn and Pluto move into Aquarius it’s
likely that communities will take matters into their

own hands and rise up against governments that
fail to act in the best interests of the people and
the planet.
This chart has a Mars-Mercury conjunction in Leo,
which speaks with a lot of fire about what it perceives as being wrong. This aspect also helps fuel
big ideas and concepts.
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Capricorn lunar eclipse
The Moon joins Pluto, Saturn and the South Nodal
axis, while the Sun is joined by Venus and the
North Node. Decisions now are pressing and likely
to have a lasting effect. This is because Pluto and
Saturn will unite in January 2020 at 22 Capricorn,
close to the degree of this Full Moon/Eclipse.

Saturn-Pluto conjunctions do not happen that often, but they are potent agents of reform. Restructuring and breaking down old systems is a key part
of Saturn-Pluto conjunctions.
In 1914 the conjunction in Cancer saw the outbreak
of WWI and rapid social change in its wake. In 1947
the conjunction was in Leo which saw the rise of
new independent states and political affiliations af-

ter WWII. In 1982 the conjunction was in Libra the
sign of relationship, which saw a new paradigm
emerge in the structure of relationships in the wake
of AIDS which was first identified in 1981.
As we approach the exact alignment in January
next year, we are likely to see a groundswell of
change across large sections of society. The last
time that this conjunction happened in the sign of

Capricorn was in 1518 which ushered in the
Reformation, tearing down the authority
and structure of the Roman Catholic
Church. All large powerful institutions are
likely to see this process unfold, starting
now with this lunar eclipse.
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The metonic cycle
The Metonic cycle is named after Meton, (5th Centu-

Moon, or Full Moon at any time that is located at the

ry BCE Athenian astrologer) who was the first (as far

same degree as a planet or angle in your chart, will

as we know) to document this amazing cycle.

have taken place 19 years previously at that same

Every 19 years, eclipses, New Moons, Full Moons,
indeed all Moon phases, take place at the same zodi-

position, and will again cross that point 19 years in
the future.

ac degree and on the same day of the year. This is

You can examine any time that was significant in the

because 235 lunar months and 19 solar years are the

past to see when that New Moon or Full Moon will

same length of time, 6939 days.

happen again.

If you calculate a lunar phase return for your 19th,
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will find that both the Sun
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ing cycle it will reveal deep-
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er layers of meaning and
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career decisions and a host of life altering events.

Interestingly, both the Saros eclipse cycle of 18 years

The Lunar Phase Return at age 19, 38, 57 or 76 can

and the Metonic Cycle of 19 years are honoured in

be even more significant if there is a planet making a

the Tarot Deck, where the number 18 card is the

conjunction to a planet or point in your natal chart.

Moon and number 19, the Sun.

Apart from looking at your Lunar Phase returns for

We will examine some lunar phase return charts in

these important years, you can also explore the Me-

part two of this feature in next month’s INsight.

tonic cycle in other ways. For example, any New
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research and
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